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Abstract 
The paper has comprehensively applied the Documentary Data Method, Video Analysis Method, Field Observation 
Method and Expert Interview Method, etc., to analyze the influencing factors of multimedia technical equipments on 
the 13th CUBA Basketball Match in Southwest Division. Study the influence of the current computer multimedia 
technical equipments on the high-level CUBA held in Central China Normal University in 2011, to explore the 
influence of multimedia technologies on the basketball matches, and how the modern basketball match makes use of 
the multimedia technology to provide technical support for the basketball matches in the new era and increase the 
severity, rivalry, ornamentation and entertainment of basketball matches..
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
The fast-developing modern multimedia technical equipments can help the athletes and coaches make 
use of the multimedia resources to design the training plans pertinently during major basketball events, 
strive to obtain full data to analyze the opponents and get good results in matches. To improve the 
basketball competitiveness sustainably, the coaches and athletes must constantly learn the advanced 
basketball ideas and tactics through various mediums. Blaze new trails in a pioneering spirit, summarize 
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and look at the high-level basketball athletes, coaches, competitive environment and other objective 
factors, as well as reflect on the advanced methods of basketball training, the leading scientific teaching 
and the advanced ideas of matches, etc. 
2. Subject: 
The two competition venues, sixteen men teams and twelve women teams in the 13th CUBA 
Basketball Match in Southwest Division held in Central China Normal University in 2011. 
3. Research Method 
3.1.  Documentary Data Method:  
Consult the multimedia computer technologies and the books and dissertations related to the 
application of multimedia technical equipments in basketball matches, to provide theoretical basis for this 
paper. 
3.2 Video Analysis Method: 
Conduct observation analysis and technical statistics of the matches of the sixteen men teams and 
twelve women teams in the CUBA Basketball Match. Refer to the various technical statistical data 
released by the CUBA official website, comprehensively compare and analyze the influence of 
multimedia technologies on the basketball match. 
3.3 Comparative Analysis Method:  
Conduct comparative analysis of the influence of the multimedia technical equipments on the team 
referees, coaches and athletes in the CUBA Basketball Match. 
4.  Results and Analysis 
4.1.  Use Multimedia Technical Equipments to Construct the Official Website of CUBA 
Through the Internet, the multimedia technical equipments have comprehensively publicized the 13th
CUBA Basketball Match in Southwest Division. Under the organization of CUBA official website, the 
website has listed the relevant news of the match and the information of the teams, data, schedules, 
pictures, videos and association announcement, etc. Click the official website link you are interested in, 
you can have an in-depth understanding of the latest news, the top teams striving for supremacy, 
wonderful pictures, tournament diaries, technical statistics, fan’s forum and other contents of the match. 
The application of the multimedia technology has increased the page views of CUBA official website and 
plays a vital role and positive influence in the organization and operation of CUBA. 
4.2.  The Application of Multimedia Technical Equipments in the Venues of the 13th CUBA Basketball 
Match in Southwest Division 
From Figure 1 we can see that, The timing and scoring equipments of the gymnasium can implement 
green link with the LED panel on the court. LED display devices: They are mainly used to display the 
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contents sent by the control computer and timing and scoring equipments, and provide the match 
information to all the people present. Control computer equipments (data center): they are mainly used to 
perform the implementation of the software, the operation of the LED advertising wall, the control and 
communication of the display devices and the digital communication with the timing and scoring 
equipments. The timing and scoring equipments: They are mainly used to accomplish the real-time 
realization and record transmission of the score, time, data and signal, etc. required by the match. 
Peripherals: They mainly refer to the other electronic equipments connected to the timing and scoring 
equipments, including 24-second indicator board, attached acoustics, foul device and other equipments. 
Basketball-only software: Their main function is to make the computer equipment, timing and scoring 
equipment and display device give full play to their advantages. Use the timing and scoring software 
developed by the computer under Windows XP to complete the processing of the match data, generate 
display data and send the generated data to the large-screen LED panel through the serial port of the 
computer. The player information recording function, the recording and statistics of the foul information 
of players, the cumulative number of fouls of the two teams in a single period, start and pause function, 
score recording function, playing time recording function, etc. The operators can revise the scores, control 
the playing time and revise the cumulative number of fouls of the two teams in a single period directly 
with the mouse and the keyboard. Real-time TV and web relaying: No. 1-8 camera groups are responsible 
for the video collection and editing of the basketball match, and sending them to the official website, live 
TV and network platform through the satellite transmission vehicle. Achieve the real-time release of the 
match information and high degree of automation. Venue monitoring and the output of other signals: 
During the match, the Youming Gymnasium of Central China Normal University has also opened the 
wireless network system, and the journalists can write news and post them on the online forums through 
the wireless network. The working staffs can achieve intercommunication through the wireless network, 
timely communicate and handle the emergencies. The basketball fans can post micro-blogs, QQ 
information and upload the venue photos through the wireless network, which have virtually live 
broadcast and publicized the 13th CUBA. 
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4.3. The Influence of the Multimedia Technical Equipments on the Law-enforcement Level of the Referees 
in the 13th CUBA Basketball Match in Southwest Division 
The referees of the 13th CUBA in southwest division are the students and teachers from a variety of 
colleges and universities across the country, and each referee must receive the officially registered 
training of CUBA before having the right to judge the match in the southwest division of this season. The 
grueling match requires the referees to have consummate business level. The referees and the working 
staff in the referee’s seat must always stay focused to the match, and to control that the match must be 
impartial and fair for each party of the match, there must be a set of advanced multimedia equipment, 
which can make all the athletes, coaches, referees and audiences clearly see the remaining time, 24s 
remaining time, scores and the number of fouls of each team in each match, etc. The timing and scoring 
system of the 13th CUBA Basketball Match in southwest division adopts the timer, 24s time-recorder, 
scorer and many other electronic equipments produced by Jinling Sports Goods Company, a famous 
company at home. According to the requirement of the high-level basketball match of the 13th CUBA in 
the southwest division, the computer electronic equipments must realize the accurate display of the match 
time and the scores on the court, and a perfect timing and scoring system equipment for the basketball 
match is also needed to be connected to the LED large screen, TV transmission vehicle and many other 
equipments, to make the match played perfectly. Real-time TV and web relaying demands the referees to 
enforce the law justly, and the wonderful shots at the crucial moment will be edited and replayed, which 
can be regarded, to some extent, as a criterion to judge the credibility of referees on the spot and have 
provided objective basis for the fairness and integrity of the match. 
4.4. The Influence of the Multimedia Technical Equipments on the Live Performance of the Athletes in the 
13th CUBA Basketball Match in Southwest Division 
In the 13th CUBA Basketball Match in southwest division, either the athletes in the starting line-up, or 
the substitutes, can see the match information through the LED panel and learn about their score, rebound, 
steal, foul and other technical information through the LED panel. The changes in the competition venue 
and environment, etc. of the gymnasiums of Central China Normal University, and the tendentious noises 
and cheers of the live audiences can affect the performance of athletes in the match to some extent. On 
the official website of CUBA, the athletes of each basketball team can check the historical data of 
themselves and their opponents, and though these data, they can learn about the tactics of their opponents, 
prepare for the match pertinently and set an objective goal for themselves. The publicity pressure of the 
media in 13th CUBA Basketball Match in southwest division, the broadcast of the scores during the match 
and the demonstration of the time information of the match, the body language between the athletes and 
their facial expressions will be presented to the live audiences, TV audiences and net audiences 
unconditionally, the performance of the undergraduate athletes will be spread to all parts of the country 
through the media, to inspire the morale and performance desire of the athletes. The spectacular 
movements of the athletes will be made into spectacular collections and played repeatedly. All these 
multimedia methods have stimulated the severity and rivalry of the match. 
4.5.  The Influence of the Multimedia Technical Equipments on the Live Performance of the Coaches in 
the 13th CUBA Basketball Match in Southwest Division 
The information broadcast by the multimedia equipments has certain influence on the live performance 
of the coaches. With the multimedia resources, the coaches observe and learn about the information on 
the players and the other coaches’ training of their players, and through the data, analyze the forms of 
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play. During the match, one gesture or a casual word of the coach in the on-scene command may make 
the whole team or a team member generate excessive excitation before the match or negative emotions 
during the match. In addition, the shouting of the coaches outside the court, their inappropriate scolding 
and criticism to the faults of the athletes, referees and the technical officials will also directly influence 
the success or failure of the match. When the athletes, especially the backbone athletes violate the rules 
for many times, or the opponent plays a minor climax, or the members of one’s team plays below par, the 
coach must find the problems immediately through the multimedia equipments and other information 
resources, and develop correct and timely countermeasures, to prevent the athletes from being interfered, 
the tactical combination efficient, the team remain vigorous combat effectiveness, and thus let the team in 
an advantageous position in the match. The ability of the coaches to accurately and quickly grasping 
information and the timeliness and pertinence of their live performance will be presented to the masses 
through the multimedia, and thus affect the normal exertion of the team in the whole series of the matches 
and its tactics, and become the critical factors affecting the success or failure of the match. 
5. Conclusion 
The multimedia technical equipments are influencing the operation of major basketball matches in a 
rapid and unexpected manner, which includes: large-capacity multimedia database, Internet and 
multimedia interactive system. We should make full use of the multimedia resources, as they can not only 
affect the packing mode of the basketball match information and how we use these information to 
improve the quality of basketball matches, but also change our way of watching and appreciating the 
basketball matches. The multimedia technical equipments have improved the concerns of the audiences, 
the participation of the basketball fans before the 13th CUBA Basketball Match in southwest division, 
analyzed and predicted the match result and assisted the organization, management and operation of the 
basketball match; the multimedia technical equipments have helped the referees of the 13th CUBA 
Basketball Match to enforce the law on the scene, and the basketball fans appreciate the basketball match 
from multiple angles and participate in the off-site activities of the CUBA through multiple channels; the 
multimedia technical equipments have assisted the coaches and athletes of the CUBA Basketball Match 
of this season to analyze and summarize each match before and after the match, and through watching the 
video or actual combat, make technical exchanges with the basketball teams of different colleges and 
universities from different provinces and spread the advanced basketball culture of colleges and 
universities to the whole country. The powerful function shown by the new multimedia technologies and 
equipments in the basketball matches is becoming an indispensable bright spot of the basketball match 
and the multimedia intelligent basketball game system. 
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